Classi…cation: 20H10, 20H15 30F10.
Introduction

A (planar) non-Euclidean crystallographic group
is a discrete subgroup of the group of (conformal and anti-conformal) isometries of the hyperbolic plane H 2 . We shall consider only cocompact NEC groups, i. e. we assume that H 2 = is compact. The algebraic structure of is given by a symbol called signature (see [12] and [9] ): (g; ; [m 1 ; :::; m r ]; f(n 11 ; :::; n 1s1 ); :::; (n k1 ; :::; n ks k )g) where g is the genus of the surface H 2 = , = + or is the orientability character of H 2 = , [m 1 ; :::; m r ] is the set of branch indices (periods) of the covering H 2 ! H 2 = with values in interior points of H 2 = , one period for each branch value, and the ordered sets (period-cycles) of branched indices: (n 11 ; :::; n 1s1 ); :::; (n k1 ; :::; n ks k ), correspond to branched values in the k boundary components of H 2 = .
Two signatures: ; :::; n
Following the terminology in [9] : in the orientable case ( = +) corresponding pair of period-cycles are all paired in the same way, all directly or all inversely. In the non-orientable case, some are paired directly and some inversely.
Two NEC groups are isomorphic if and only if they have equivalent signatures. Each NEC admits a canonical presentation, the geometrical type of the generators and the word expressions of relations of a canonical presentation is given by the signature.
If is a …nite index subgroup of then is also an NEC group. From a presentation of and the action of the generators of such presentation on the cosets = , the Reidemeister-Scherier method, provides a non-canonical presentation of . But to obtain the signature of from a non-canonical presentation is not an easy task.
If
Isom + (H 2 ) then we say that is a Fuchsian group and there is a direct method of Singerman [10] to obtain the signature of a subgroup of . If is a generic NEC group this method was extended to NEC groups by Hoare in [6] (see also examples in [11] ). The Hoare method uses a canonical presentation P of and the coset graph H( ; ; P) with vertices the right cosets of in and edges labelled with the generators of P.
The computation of the signature of subgroups of NEC groups has been carried out many times to solve di¤erent problems (see for instance [3] ), one of the most popular applications is the determination of topological properties of the real part of real algebraic curves (see [4] and [2] ). The consideration of algebraic curves that are not regular coverings of the Riemann sphere will be a …eld where Hoare method will be applied in maximal generality (see [5] ).
Our …rst goal was to make a program code in order to automatize this process but we …nd some di¢ culties in the algorithm presented by Hoare in the case when H 2 = is an orientable surface. In this case the period-cycles of the signature of have an esential directed order, i. e. there are NEC groups with signatures di¤ering only in the direction of the cyclic order of some of their period-cycles and that are not isomophic (see [9] ). Hence the determination of this direction is a crucial problem. The method to obtain such orders, given by Hoare in [6] , fails in some special cases (see the example in Section 4). To solve this di¢ culty we present a new method in order to obtain the direction of the period-cycles in the signature of when H 2 = is an orientable surface (Section 5).
We have made a MATLAB program for the Hoare Every NEC group has a canonical presentation of with canonical generators: x 1 ; :::; x r (elliptic isometries), c i0 ; :::; c isi i = 1; :::; k (re ‡ections, we shall call c ij ; c ij+1 contiguous re ‡ections), e 1 ; :::; e k (connecting generators, elliptic or hyperbolic isometries) and either a j ; b j j = 1; :::; g (hyperbolic isometries, in case of an orientable surface) or d j j = 1; :::; g (glide re ‡ections, in case of a non-orientable surface). The relations are: Topologically H 2 = is a genus g surface with k boundary components, that we shall say that is uniformised by . Also H 2 = has an orbifold structure with r conic points of orders m 1 ; :::; m r and s i corner points in the i-th boundary component with orders n i1 ; :::; n isi .
The signature of is de…ned by: (g; ; [m 1 ; :::; m r ]; f(n 11 ; :::; n 1s1 ); :::; (n k1 ; :::; n ks k )g) where g is the genus, the numbers m 1 ; :::; m r are called proper periods, the brackets (n j1 ; :::; n jsj ) period-cycles and the numbers n ij are periods.
The hyperbolic area of the surface H 2 = is given by:
being g the genus, = 2 for orientable surfaces, = 1 for non-orientable ones, and k the number of connected components of the boundary.
A …nite index subgroup of is also an NEC group and determines a [ : ]-fold Klein morphism
, and a formula:
That is known as Riemann-Hurwitz formula. 
Sketch of Hoare's algorithm
For the sake of completeness we present a sketch of the Hoare algorithm in ref [6] , after that we will show an example where the procedure is unable to compute the direction of period-cycles in the signature of subgroups of NEC groups.
We start from an NEC group and a canonical presentation P. Let ' : ! f0; :::; n 1g be a homomorphism, of transitive image. Then we want to get the signature of the subgroup = ' 1 (Stab(0)) (this homomorphism can be seen as the action of on the right cosets of in ). Equivalently, Hoare in [6] , gives a way of understanding his algorithm using the Shreier graph H( ; ; P) (graphical method). The graph H( ; ; P) has as vertices the cosets of = , two vertices i; j are joined by an edge labelled with a generator a of P if '(a)(i) = j.
(1) Let x i an elliptic canonical generator of P of order n. To each orbit of length m of '(x i ) corresponds a proper period of order n=m in the signature of (of course if n = m there is no such period). In terms of the graph H( ; ; P), this proper periods correspond to cycles of length m in H( ; ; P) formed by edges with label x i . (2) Let c a re ‡ection of P. If '(c)(i) = i, we shall say that c produces a re ‡ection c _i of : the c _i are the loops of H( ; ; P) with label c. (3) If x; y are contiguous re ‡ection generators such that xy has order n, for each orbit of the group < '(x); '(y) > of length m, we can have two cases: (a) The orbit has two cosets (i; j) (may be i = j) …xed by re ‡ection generators (one with label x and the other with label y, if m odd, or both …xed by the same element, '(x) or '(y); if m is even). In this case we say that the corresponding re ‡ection generatons of are linked and produce a period cycle of order n=m. In terms of H( ; ; P) this step is directly interpreted using paths labelled alternatively with two contiguous re ‡ections and joining two re ‡ection loops (b) The orbit has not …xed classes for re ‡ection generators of P, then it yields an elliptic generator of order 2n=m. In this case we consider bicoloured cycles (with two re ‡ection labels) in H( ; ; P). (4) Now the cycles of period cycles of the signature of are given by the periods obtained in 3.a in cycles of linked re ‡ections of . This process give us an order (up direction) for period-cycles. (5) In this case the approach using H( ; ; P) is more natural: the sign in the signature of is + if and only if the vertices of H( ; ; P) can be bicoloured, in such a way that edges labelled with conformal generators of P join vertices with the same colour and the edges labelled with anticonformal generators join vertices with two di¤erent colours (except re ‡ection loops) (see [8] ) (6) Using Riemann-Hurwitz relation we can compute the genus of H 2 = : (7) Assume the sign of the signature of is +. In this case Hoare gives two methods to obtain the direction of period-cycles. The …rst one needs to construct a complete presentation for (of a special form see [7] ) and adjust the directions of period-cycles to satisfy some relations, but there is no an algorithm to do that and we shall present an example where this method does not give an answer (we call this process the long/connection relations method). For the second method, using H( ; ; P), the words of Hoare are: "we determine the directions of the period-cycles of by a process which traverses each edge of H( ; ; P) twice, once in each direction". The problem is that there are cycle-periods obtained from cycles of re ‡ection loops in H( ; ; P) with only one vertex and no edges of H( ; ; P) (see how works this procedure in Example 1 of [6] , where the use of paths with more than a vertex is essential). Hoare's method to obtain the direction of period-cycles of works in many cases, but when has more than one period cycle and in relatively simple cases his method fails. We consider the homomorphism with transitive image: ' : ! f0; 1; 2; 3g de…ned by:
We want to compute the signature of the subgroup = ' 1 (Stab(0)).
Using Hoare algorithm we have that has:
(1) Genus 2 (2) The sign of signature is + (bipartite sets f0; 1gf2; 3g) There is no edges to be traversed twice in the paths de…ning these period-cycles.
A new algorithm to get the direction of period-cycles
Let an NEC group with signature: (g; ; [m 1 ; :::; m r ]; f(n 11 ; :::; n 1s1 ); :::; (n k1 ; :::; n ks k )g)
We want to compute the signature of with [ : ] = n. There is a representation ' : ! f0; 1; :::; n 1g given by the action of on the right cosets of = .
We consider a canonical NEC presentation P of . Assume that the re ‡ections generators of P are: c 10 ; :::; c 1s1 ; :::; c i0 ; :::c isi ; :::; c ko ; :::; c ks k
Note that the presentation P gives an order to the period-cycles in the signature of .
Assume that has sign + in its signature. There is a bipartition of the vertices in the coset graph H( ; ; P) as described in [6] , so we can assign a "colour" (black or white) to each vertex.
We start on a vertex t of H( ; ; P) where there is re ‡ection generator c ij of such that '(c ij )(t) = t, i.e. the edge in H( ; ; P) starting in t and with label c ij is a loop. It gives place to a re ‡ection generator c ij_t of .
If t is white then we consider the sequence:
Until t p = t p+1 (it is possible t = t 1 ).
If p is even then the colour of t p is also white (as we pass from one to the other multiplying by an even number of re ‡ections). One part of the sequence of re ‡ec-tions of a period cycle of will be c ij_t , c ij+1_tp and their product has order nij+1 p+1 . Then we have a period nij+1 p+1 in the period-cycle that we are constructing in the signature of . We restart the procedure with the generator c ij+1 that …xes the white vertex t p i.e. !(c ij+1 )(t p ) = t p , in this way we shall obtain the next period in the period-cycle in an allowed direction for the signature of .
If p is odd then the colour of t p is black (as we pass from one to other multiplying an odd number of re ‡ections). We obtain a period nij+1 p+1 and we restart the procedure (for a black vertex) with the generator c ij that besides t …xes also the vertex t p . The process applied to c ij and t p will provide the next period in the direction of the period-cycle. Now if t is black we have: t 1 = '(c ij 1 )(t); t 2 = '(c ij )(t 1 ); t 3 = '(c ij 1 )(t 2 ); t 3 = '(c ij )(t 3 ); :::
If p is even then the colour of t p is also black. We have a period nij+1 p+1 and we restart the procedure with the generator c ij 1 that …xes the vertex t p i.e. '(c ij 1 )(t p ) = t p .
If p is odd then the colour of t p is white (as we pass from one to the other multiplying an odd number of re ‡ections) and we have a period nij+1 p+1 . We restart the procedure (for a white vertex) with the generator c ij that besides t …xes also the vertex t p .
Equivalently: If we are in a white vertex we look at the orbits of the action of the dihedral group h'(c ij ); '(c ij+1 )i there must be one that contains t and another vertex t p …xed by c ij+1 (if the length of the orbit is odd) or by c ij if the length is even. If we are in a black vertex we look at the orbits of the action of the dihedral group h'(c ij 1 ); '(c ij )i and also there must be one that contains t and another vertex t p …xed by c ij 1 (if the length of the orbit is odd) or by c ij if the length is even.
After a …nite number of steps we come back to the vertex t and the generator c ij and we have an oriented cycle. We continue the process with the loops that have not yet used to obtain all the directed cycles of the signature of .
Note that we have two situations when we must do a "change of direction", passing from orbits of h'(c ij ); '(c ij+1 )i to orbits of h'(c ij 1 ); '(c ij )i or viceversa:
When the colour of the vertex change. When the length of the previous orbit is even.
Proof.
The canonical presentation P of is associated to a canonical fundamental polygon F in H 2 (see [9] ). The region F has an orientation that produces an orientation in @F and an order to the sides of F. The …xed point line of the re ‡ection generator c ij of P contains a side of F, then the order of the sides of F gives an order to the re ‡ection generators and also to the period cycles in the signature of . This order on the re ‡ection generators is expresed by the order c ij , c ij+1 .
If f ; g 1 ; :::; g n 1 g is a set of right cosets representatives of = then:
is a fundamental polygon of F .
The orientation of F given by the orientation of F, produces an orientation on H 2 = . Such orientation gives an orientation to the components of @H 2 = that provides the direction of period-cycles of that we are looking for. Hence the direction of period-cycles is given by orientation of @F .
We give colour white to the polygons F and g i F, where g i is orientation preserving and black to the other ones, this coloration does not depends on the representatives g i since there is a sign + in the signature of and the characterization in 5 of Section 3 (see [8] )
In the white regions the order on the sides given by the orientation of F will be the same that the order on the sides of @F but the contrary in the black regions.
Let c ij be a canonical re ‡ection generator of such that '(c ij 1 )(v) = v and c ij_v be the corresponding re ‡ection generator of . If v corresponds to a white polygon, the following re ‡ection generator to c ij_v will be either c ij+1_w or c ij_w 0 . The colour of w or w 0 is given by the orientation preserving or reversing character of the transformation in hc ij ; c ij+1 i sending the polygon corresponding to v to the polygon with label w or w 0 . Finally if v corresponds to a region black the following re ‡ection generator to c ij_v is c ij 1_w or c ij_w 0 . This justify the method above.
Example.
Using this method to the example in Section 4 we have that the signature of is: We want to compute = ' 1 (Stab(0)).
We sumarize our calculations below:
Vertices …xed by re ‡ections (giving re ‡ection generators): Orbits of dihedral groups:
' hc 10 ; c 11 i = f0; 1; 2gf3; 4gf5gf6gf7g, ' hc 11 ; c 12 i = f0; 1gf2; 3; 4gf5gf6; 7g, ' hc 12 ; c 13 i = f0; 1; 2; 3gf4gf5gf6; 7g
Equivalence from c 13_i to c 10_j , i ! j : 1 ! 3; 2 ! 4; 4 ! 0; 5 ! 5; 6 ! 6; 7 ! 7
Second period-cycle:
' hc 20 ; c 21 i = f0; 3gf1; 2gf5gf6gf4; 7g; ' hc 21 ; c 22 i = f0gf1; 2; 4gf3gf5gf6gf7g, ' hc 22 ; c 23 i = f0; 3gf1; 4; 6gf2gf5gf7g
Equivalence from c 23_i to c 20_j , i ! j : 2 ! 2; 4 ! 6; 5 ! 5; 7 ! 1 Bipartition of vertices: f0; 2; 4; 6g white, f1; 3; 5; 7g black. 
